Abstract. In this paper we present a tableau calculus for a temporal extension of the description logic ALC, called T L ALC . This logic is based on the temporal language with Until' interpreted over the natural numbers with expanding ALC-domains. The tableau calculus forms an elaborated combination of Wolper's tableau calculus for propositional linear temporal logic, the standard tableau-algorithm for ALC, and the method of quasimodels as it has been introduced by Wolter and Zakharyaschev. Based on those three ingredients the paper provides a new method of how tableau-based decision procedures can be constructed for many-dimensional logics which lack the nite model property. The method can be applied to deal with other temporalized formalisms as well.
Introduction
In many application domains of logic in Computer Science and Arti cial Intelligence it is no longer enough to describe the static aspect of the world. In particular, there is a need to formalize its temporal evolution as well. Consequently, over the last years we have observed a growing interest in so-called temporalizations of logical formalisms. We mention 14, 15] for a general approach, 13, 34] for extensions of epistemic logics by means of temporal operators to model, among others, multi-agent systems, 33] which supplies a logic of space with temporal operators in order to describe the evolution of regions in time, 1, 12] for work on temporal databases, and 20, 23, 24, 28] which investigate temporal logic based on (fragments of) rst-order logic. Particularly many researchers are concerned with temporalizations of description logics. Recall that description logics like ALC were designed to represent and reason about static and time-independent domains. 1 They have been applied, for example, in the framework of information systems 11], databases 7, 9, 10], and software engineering 35]. Temporalizations of this static formalism have been suggested and investigated in 2, 4, 5, 6, 25, 26, 32] , consult also 3] for a survey.
While on the syntactic side a temporalization adds temporal operators to the original vocabulary, on the semantic side it adds a new, temporal, dimension to the domain interpreting the original formalism. So, in a sense, it is rather easy to temporalize a given language { just add temporal operators and a ow of time interpreting them. However, it is known that often the addition of a new dimension to a simple and well understood formalism drastically 1 The reader can consult the special issue on Description Logic in the Journal of Logic an Computation (9) , 1999, for an overview of recent work in the eld.
inreases its computational complexity, see 15, 19, 20, 23, 24, 27, 31] . In fact, apparently very small di erences in the design of temporalizations can have unexpected drastic consequences when the computational complexity or implementability of the resulting system is taken into account. While, on the one hand, considerable progress has been made as concerns the determination of the decidability and complexity of temporalized systems, witness 19, 24, 25, 32] , on the other hand, only very few \implementable" algorithms | i.e., tableaux or resolution algorithms | have been suggested. Laudable exceptions are the work of 2, 5, 25, 34] .
In this paper we follow the latter line of research and develop a tableau-algorithm for the extension of ALC introduced in 32] interpreted, however, not in models with constant domain but in models with increasing domains. 2 That is to say, we extend the language of ALC by means of the temporal operator U (`Until') which can be applied to concepts C; D and formulas (alias axioms) ', to form the new concept CUD and the new formula 'U . The language is interpreted in models based on the natural numbers N in which every n comes equipped with an ALC-model describing the domain at moment n. It is assumed that the domain of the ALC-model at moment n is included in the domains at every moment following n. The idea behind this formalism is that ALC represents the knowledge about the states of a given process while the temporal component describes the behaviour of the process in time, i.e., the sequence of states. We note that it is proved in 32] that the satis ability problem for the language we consider here is decidable; so, of course, our primary concern in this paper is not decidability but the construction of a tableau-based and (in principle) implementable decision procedure. Similar to the approaches in 25, 34] our tableau-algorithm is based on both the standard tableau for ALC (see 8, 21] ) and the standard tableau for propositional temporal logic developed in 29], see also 17]. In contrast to those tableaux, however, in our case we cannot simply take the \join" of the two known tableaux but because of the interaction between ALC and`Until' we have to merge the two algorithms in a rather subtle manner. This difference is re ected by the fact that the logic we consider does not have the bounded domain property | the ALC-domains required to satisfy certain formulas grow arbitrary large. A consequence of this is another unusual feature of our tableau: complete tableaux here do not directly induce satisfying models but only so-called quasimodels (in which the possibly in nite ALC-domains are encoded by constraint systems). Quasimodels have been rst introduced in 30, 32] to prove the decidability of certain temporalized (or modal) description logics.
They have been applied as well to investigate rst-order temporal logics 20] . In contrast to the quasimodels there, in this paper the quasiworlds which build up the quasimodels are not de ned semantically but syntactically as constraint systems which are closed under certain constraint rules. We should like to emphasize that the tableau-algorithm we present is modular in the following sense: suppose in our language we replace ALC by means of a formalism with a \reasonable" tableau; then the replacement of the ALC part of our tableau by means of that tableau provides us with a tableau for the new language. 3 For example, we can replace ALC 2 It is easy to see that models with varying domains can be simulated by means of models with expanding domain (see e.g. 32]), so our tableau applies to the varying domain case as well. The constant domain case is more di cult and requires the addition of a new tableau rule and more involved completeness proofs. It will be investigated in a forthcoming paper. 3 Of course, it is rather di cult to de ne precisely what \reasonable" means in this context | and we will not try to do so in this paper. We ask readers who prefer a precise statement to con ne themselves with the examples.
by one of the epistemic polymodal logics (for n agents) K n , S4 n , and S5 n (see 18]), or by various more expressive description languages than ALC like ALC with inverse roles, see 22] .
The paper has the following structure: In Section 2 we describe the syntax and semantics of T L ALC , and show that T L ALC lacks the bounded domain property. Constraint systems and related notions will be de ned in Section 3. After having introduced the notion of a quasimodel, we prove in Section 4 that for T L ALC -formulas to be satis able (in the usual sense) and having a quasimodel turn out to be equivalent things. Section 5 is reserved for xing the tableau rules. The main notions with respect to tableaux will then be introduced in Section 6. In Section 7 we prove the calculus to be correct, whereas completeness and decidability form the topic of Section 8. In Section 9 we compare our results with work done by others. The paper closes with some suggestions concerning future research in Section 10.
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Basic De nitions
The language of the logic T L ALC is based on three sets, a set of concept names C 0 ; C 1 ; : : :; a set of role names R 0 ; R 1 ; : : :; and a set of object names a 0 ; a 1 ; : : :. The set of concepts is de ned as the smallest set X that contains all concept names C i together with the logical constant >, and which is closed under the constructors :; u; as well as under the following rules: let C; D 2 X and R be some role name, then f9R:C; C; CUDg X. The set of formulas is then de ned as follows: Let C; D be concepts and a some object name, then C = D and a : C are (atomic) formulas.
If ' and are formulas, so are :', '^ , ' and 'U .
The following syntactic de nitions will be needed throughout the paper: Let be a set of formulas. Sb( ) designates the set of subformulas of formulas in . By ob( ) we mean the set of all object names that occur in , and by con( ) the set of all concepts in . Moreover, let # be some unary operator, say : or . Then #( ) is de ned as the union of the two sets and f#' j ' 2 g. The closure of is de ned as (:Sb( f>g)). In a similar way we de ne the closure of a set of concepts. The fragment generated by , in symbols Fg( ), is de ned as the union of the following three sets: ob( ), (:con( f>g)) and (:Sb( f>g)). We denote by ] 1 ( ) and ] 2 ( ) the cardinalities of (:con( f>g)) and (:Sb( f>g)), respectively.
De nition 2.1 A T L ALC -model is a triple M = (N; <; I), where (N; <) is the set of natural numbers equipped with the usual strict order and I is a function associating with each n 2 N some ALC-model I(n) = ( n ; R I;n 0 ; : : : ; C I;n 0 ; : : : ; a I;n 0 ; : : :); in which R I;n i are binary relations on n , C I;n i are subsets of n , and a I;n i 2 I;n such that a I;n i = a I;m i , for every n; m 2 N, and n m , for every n; m 2 N with n < m.
The extension of a concept C in a model M at a moment n, in symbols C I;n , is de ned as usual:
> I;n = n ; C I;n i = C I;n i ;
(C u D) I;n = C I;n \ D I;n ; (:C) I;n = n n C I;n ; (9R i :C) I;n = fd 2 n j 9d 0 2 C I;n : dR I;n i d 0 g; (CUD) I;n = fd 2 n j 9m n(d 2 D I;m & 8k(n k < m ) d 2 C I;k ))g; ( C) I;n = fd 2 n j d 2 C I;n+1 g. Observe that the operator U is here interpreted by means of the relation .
The satisfaction-relation j = between pairs (M; n), n 2 N, and formulas ' is de ned in the standard manner as well:
M;n j = >; M;n j = C = D i C I;n = D I;n ; M;n j = a : C i a I;n 2 C I;n ; M;n j = :' i M;n 6 j = '; M;n j = '^ i M;n j = ' and M;n j = ; M;n j = 'U i there is some m n with M;m j = such that for all k with n k < m, M;k j = '; M;n j = ' i M;n + 1 j = '. A formula ' is called satis able i there exists a model M and a moment n 2 N such that n j = '.
Without loss of generality we can assume that every equality is of the form C = >. For an equality C = D in which D is di erent from > can be transformed into the equality (:C t D) u (:D t C) = > which is equivalent to the former one.
The rst lemma in this paper tells us that T L ALC lacks the bounded domain property in the following sense: There exist formulas ' which are satis able, but not in a model with bounded domain. Here a model M is said to have bounded domain i there exists n 2 N such that j m j n, for all m 2 N.
To show the existence of such formulas, we consider an example similar to one introduced in 30]. Abbreviate 2C = :(>U:C), 3C = >UC, 2' = :(>U:'), 3' = >U', and let ' 1 = ((:(C^:2C)) = >), ' 2 = (9R::C = >), ' 3 = (3C = >), ' 4 = (:C 6 = >). pairwise distinct. This proves the rst part. The second part, that is satis able, is left to the reader. However, at the end of Section 8 we will give a proof by means of our tableau method. a That T L ALC does not have the bounded domain property is a serious problem for every attempt to nd a decision procedure based on tableaux. For, intuitively, in a nite tableau only a nite, hence bounded number of individuals is introduced, and, moreover, a decision procedure requires that for each formula the procedure terminates. However, this di culty can be overcome by making use of the method of quasimodels. For an intuitive sketch of the main idea, see the beginning of Section 4.
Constraint systems
As has been emphasized in the introduction, the main purpose of this paper is to provide a tableau based procedure for deciding the satis ability of T L ALC -formulas. Following common practice in description logic (see e.g. 8, 21, 22] ), the tableau rules operate on constraint systems, where a constraint system is nothing but a nite set of formulas taken from a special language L C extending T L ALC by means of variables (for a precise de nition see below). From a decision procedure for the \satis ability" of constraint systems we immediately obtain a decision procedure for the satis ability of T L ALC -formulas.
To begin the formal presentation of constraint systems, we rst have to introduce the language L C from which constraint systems are build up.
De nition 3.1 The constraint language L C : Let V be some xed countable set of (individual) variables. We assume V to be disjoint from the set of object names (from the language of T L ALC ). The variables together with the object names form the set of L C -terms. The set of L C -formulas is de ned by means of the following clause: If ' is some T L ALC -formula, C some concept, and x some L C -term, then ' and x : C are L C -formulas.
For the following it will be useful to assume that V comes equipped with a well-order, abbreviated by < V . Let X be a non-empty subset of V . Then min(X) is de ned as the rst variable from X with respect to < V .
We now de ne a constraint system S as a nite (non-empty) set of L C -formulas. A special class of constraint systems, so-called saturated ones, will be of great importance throughout the whole paper. This class consists of all constraint systems which satisfy a number of closure conditions with respect to formulas. With a few exceptions, these conditions require that if S contains a formula ' of a certain syntactical shape, then S contains certain formulas, which, in most cases, are (negations of) subformulas of ' respectively, in case ' : = x : C, formulas of the form x : (:)D, where D is some subconcept of C. Which formulas exactly depends on the syntactical shape of '. To give an example, consider the rule for conjunction: S is said to be closed under conjunctions if whenever S contains a formula ' of the form 1^ 2 , then S contains the two conjuncts 1 and 2 as well. At the end of this section the reader will realize that some of our rules have a more complicated outlook (see, for instance, the locally generating rules).
For our purposes it will prove useful to formulate such closure conditions explicitly by means of so-called saturation rules. 4 That means that a constraint system S will be de ned as saturated if none of these rules can be applied to it. To make this more precise, we make use of several auxiliary notions of saturation.
De nition 3.2 Let S be a constraint system and x be some L C -term which occurs in S.
Then
S is said to be f-saturated i none of the saturation rules operating on formulas is applicable to S. A term x is locally saturated in S i no saturation rule operating on concepts can be applied in S to any L C -formula of the form x : C. A constraint system S is saturated i S is f-saturated, each L C -term that occurs in S is locally saturated in S, and no locally generating rule can be applied to S. A constraint system S is clash-free i it neither contains any pair of the form x : C; x :
:C nor any pair of the form '; :' nor formulas of the form :> respectively x : :>.
We write S ?! S 0 to say that the constraint system S 0 can be obtained from S by an application of the saturation rule ?!.
Later in this paper most of the saturation rules will serve as tableau rules. When building up the tableau we will follow a certain strategy.
De nition 3.3 Let S 0 ; : : : ; S n be a sequence of constraint systems such that, for every i < n, there exists a saturation rule ?! such that S i ?! S i+1 and if ?! is a locally generating rule then no non-generating rule is applicable to S i . Then S 0 ; : : : ; S n is said to be built according to the saturation strategy.
The following lemma is required later when we are concerned with the termination of our tableau procedure. Lemma 3.4 Let S 0 ; : : : ; S n be a sequence built according to the saturation strategy and suppose S 0 = f#g for some formula #. Then To give an answer to this question, one has to bring quasimodels into play. By simplifying a bit, one can say that a quasimodel is a sequence (S n j n 2 N) of saturated constraint systems which satis es various conditions regulating the interaction between the S n 's (for a formal de nition see below). These conditions ensure that quasimodels show well-behaviour with respect to satis ability, and, hence, can serve as representations of models. As for individuals, in contrast to common practice, a variable occuring in a constraint system does not stand for an individual, but encodes a concept type, i.e. a set of concepts which coincides with all concepts (from the xed fragment) realized by some individual at a certain moment of With respect to the tableau calculus under development, all this has the following`simple' consequence. Constructing tableaux should be regarded as an e cient procedure to search for quasimodels. This will be re ected by the fact that from a complete tableau for a formula ', assumed it is satis able, we do not directly obtain a satisfying model, but only a quasimodel. However, by the main result of this section this is no serious drawback. For Theorem 4.9 says that a formula is satis able if and only if it has a quasimodel. Now it is high time to start with the formal presentation. Throughout this section we keep some T L ALC -formula # xed. De nition 4.1 A quasiworld for # is a saturated clash-free constraint system S that satis es the following conditions: For every concept C and every term x, if x : C 2 S then x 2 C I .
For suppose the claim has been proved. Then the conditions (i) to (iii) from the preceding de nition follow immediately, where is de ned as the identity function on .
The above claim is proved by a straightforward induction on the complexity of C. Throughout the proof we heavily exploit the fact that S is saturated, hence closed under all saturation rules. Note that concepts of the form D or DUE will here be treated as atomic concepts.
Also note that in the induction one has to make use of a di erent measure of the complexity of concepts. According to this measure a concept C that has not the form of a negation and its negation :C are of the same complexity.
Assume (x : C) 2 S. If C is atomic, the claim follows by the de nition of I. Let De nition 4.7 A #-sequence Q is called a quasimodel for # if the following hold:
(i) For every object name a, r a (n) := a, for n 2 N, de nes a run in Q.
(ii) For every n 2 N and every variable v in S n there is a run r in Q such that r(n) = v. (iii) For every n 2 N and every ' 2 S n , ' is contained in S n+1 . (iv) For every n 2 N and every ('U ) 2 S n there is some m n such that 2 S m and for every n k < m it holds that ' 2 S k . De nition 4.8 We say that # is quasi-satis able if there is some quasimodel Q = (S n j n 2 N) for # and some n 2 N such that # 2 S n .
Without any restrictions it holds that if a formula # is quasi-satis able then it is quasisatis able in a rich quasimodel, where a quasimodel Q is said to be rich if for each n 2 N and each term x in S n there are in nitely many variables v with fC j (v : C) 2 S n g = fC j (x : C) 2 S n g. Theorem 4.9 A T L ALC -formula # is satis able if and only if it is quasi-satis able.
Proof. For the direction from left to right suppose that # is satis able. Then there is some model M = (N; <; I) and some n 2 N with M;n j = #. Choose for each equivalence class d] n an individual variable v d]n . The constraint system S n corresponding to n is de ned as the union of the following three sets: f' 2 Fg(#) j M;n j = 'g, fa : C j a 2 ob(#); C 2 Fg(#); a I;n 2 C I;n g, fv d]n : C j d 2 n ; C 2 Fg(#); d 2 C I;n g.
It is not di cult to prove that S n is a quasiworld for #. We rst show that S n is saturated. For this purpose we have to show that S n is f-saturated and that each term x that occurs in S n is saturated in S n . Let's start with f-saturation. We have to distinguish a number of cases. Because all cases can be proved by a rather similar procedure, we will content with one example: Suppose :('U ) 2 S n . This means, by de nition, that M;n j = :('U ). By an easy semantic calculation we infer that either :' and : hold in M;n or that : and :('U ) hold there. Moreover, all formulas under consideration are members of Fg(#). Hence, in both cases we get the right result: in the rst f:'; : g S n and in the second f: ; :('U )g S n . By similar arguments one can show that S n is closed under the remaining modal rules as well as under the ALC-rules operating on formulas. So it has been shown that S n is f-saturated.
Next, x some term v from S n . That v is locally saturated in S n is left to the reader.
We only consider the rule ?! = : Suppose C = > 2 S n and let x be some term that occurs in S n . Assume x = d] n , for some d 2 n . From C = > 2 S n we conclude M;n j = C = >, by de nition of S n . Hence d 2 C I;n . Moreover, C 2 Fg(#). satis es all the required conditions. This completes the proof that v is saturated in S n . That every object name a from S n is saturated in S n can be proved in a similar way.
From the above we infer that S n is saturated. Clearly, S n is clash-free as well. To conclude this part of the proof, we need to show that S n satis es the three conditions from De nition 4.1. But this is an immediate consequence of how S n has been de ned. Therefore, it is shown that S n is a quasiworld for #. Now, de ne Q as the sequence (S n j n 2 N). In order to complete the proof of this direction we need to show that Q is a quasimodel for #. That # is quasi-satis able is then an immediate consequence of the fact that # 2 S n . So it only remains to check that Q satis es Now we turn our attention to the direction from right to left, which forms the interesting part of the theorem. Suppose # is quasi-satis ed in a quasimodel Q = (S n j n 2 N). Assume also that 0 is a cardinal exceeding the cardinality of the set of all runs in Q and the cardinal supplied by Lemma 4.5 as well. For each n 2 N let n = fhr; i j r 2 ; n 2 dom(r); < 0 g Note that jfhr; i 2 j r(n) = xgj = 0 , for every n 2 N and every x from S n . By Lemma 4.5, for every n 2 N there exists an extended ALC-model I(n) = ( n ; R I;n 0 ; : : : ; C I;n 0 ; : : : ; a I;n 0 ; : : : ; (CUD) I;n ; : : : ; ( C 0 ) I;n : : :) such that a I;n = hr a ; 0i, for each a 2 ob(#); fC j (r(n) : C) 2 S n g t I;n (hr; i), for every pair hr; i 2 n .
For n 2 N de ne J(n) = ( n ; R I;n 0 ; : : : ; C I;n 0 ; : : : ; a I;n 0 ; : : :)
Consider the T L ALC -model M = (N; <; J). We rst show the following statement:
(I) For every n 2 N and every hr; i 2 n , if (r(n) : C) 2 S n then hr; i 2 C J;n . This is proved by induction on the construction of C. Fix n 2 N and suppose hr; i 2 n . by induction hypothesis. From the latter we infer the desired result hr; i 2 (:(DUE)) J;n by a simple semantical argument. Hence (I) has been shown.
In the next step we show the following claim:
(II) For every n 2 N and every ' 2 Fg(#), if ' 2 S n then M;n j = '.
Again, the claim is shown by induction. Let ' be atomic and suppose ' 2 S n . We must distinguish two cases: First, there is some object name a and some concept C such that ' :
= (a : C). Suppose (a : C) 2 S n . By the rst clause of De nition 4.7 the latter is equivalent to (r a (n) : C) 2 S n . Hence, by (I), hr a ; 0i 2 C J;n . Note that a J;n was de ned as hr a ; 0i. So, by semantics, M;n j = a : C. Second, there is some concept C with ' : = (C = >). Fix hr; i 2 n . Now, consider the term r(n). Since S n is closed under ?! = , we get (r(n) : C) 2 S n . An application of (I) yields hr; i 2 C J;n . In order to complete the proof of the theorem we reason as follows: By assumption, there is some n 2 N such that # 2 S n . So an application of (II) yields M;n j = #, which means that # is satis able in M. a 5 Tableau rules
In this section we introduce the set of tableau rules on which our tableau calculus for T L ALC is based. The tableau calculus uses two di erent kinds of rules: rules that expand a constraint system and rules that add a new constraint system to the tableau. In our case the latter class consists of only one rule, the rule ?! (see below), whereas the second class divides into a number of subclasses. This distinction among the rules re ects the following ontological distinction: A constraint system can be regarded as a partial description of the facts that hold at a moment. All the rules except ?! add new information with respect to the moment under consideration. In this sense they can be regarded as local rules. The rule ?! does something di erent; it adds a new moment to the structure under construction and, therefore, starts to build up some new saturated constraint system. In our tableau calculus it can only be applied to leafs which are saturated.
As for the local rules, we are in a rather comfortable situation. Except for two cases, we can use the saturation rules from Section 3. These exceptions concern the rules involving the until operator, that is ?! U and ?! Uc . For technical purposes, we somewhat have to change these two rules when we want to use them as part of the tableau algorithm. Though the reason will become obvious in Section 7, it might be useful to give some hint here. Consider the three conditions under which the rule ?! U is applied to a formula ('U ) 2 S. Note that, as a consequence of the second condition, we have that in a situation in which S already contains or both ' and ('U ) we are not allowed to apply the rule. When it comes to prove correctness (see the end of the proof of Lemma 7.3), it will turn out that this is too restrictive. It should be possible, even if S violates the second condition, to apply the rule once. Clearly, to overcome this drawback, it is not enough just to drop the second condition, because then the rule could be applied forever, preventing the tableau algorithm from terminating. What we are looking for is a kind of mechanism that ensures that in saturating a given constraint system, that occurs in a tableau, the until rule will be applied once, and only once. Following Wolper in 29] we use the method of marking formulas for this purpose:
Each formula of the form 'U or x : CUD which occurs in a constraint system S within a tableau will be classi ed with respect to the following feature: either it occurs marked in S or it occurs unmarked in S, but not both. That a formula ' is marked in S will be communicated by ' 2 S. By utilizing this device, we replace ?! U by S ?! t U X f('U ) g (S nf'U g), if ('U ) occurs unmarked in S X = f g or X = f'; ('U )g It goes without saying that a similar problem arises in the case of ?! Uc . Therefore, we have to change this rule as well: S ?! t Uc X f(x : (CUD)) g (S n fx : (CUD)g), if
x : (CUD) occurs unmarked in S X = fx : Dg or X = fx : C; x : (CUD)g
Here a short remark is in order. By changing the rules one has also changed the notion of a saturated constraint system. So, strictly speaking, we have to distinguish between saturated systems in the old sense and saturated systems in the sense of the new tableau rules. We will not do so explicitly, however, since it will always be clear from the context which type of saturation is considered.
We now come to the only non-local rule. As has been emphasized before, this rule has a completely di erent character. Before we can formulate it in a precise way, we have to introduce some new notions. Let S be a constraint system and x some term that occurs in S. We use A x (S) to designate the set fC j (x : C) 2 Sg. We de ne the set of tableau rules, R t for short, as that set of rules which we obtain from the set of saturation rules by replacing ?! U and ?! Uc by ?! t U , ?! t Uc respectively, and by adding the globally generating rule from above. 6 In the border-line case, where ob(S) is empty and S contains no formula of the form v : C, we put S ?! S 0 i S 0 = fv : >g f j 2 Sg, with v the rst variable from V . 7 Note that, as a consequence of this de nition, we obtain that if S ?! S 0 then there are no di erent variables v; u such that Au(S 0 ) = Av(S 0 ).
Tableaux and complete tableaux
In this section we give a formal account of tableaux and related notions. For preparation, it might be useful to start with an informal description of how the tableau rules will be used to build up a (complete) tableau for a given formula #. To keep our presentation lucid, we follow the process of building a (complete) tableau only along one branch.
So let # be some T L ALC -formula. De ne f#g as the initial node of the tableau under construction. The rst main step is to apply the tableau rules so as to build up a saturated set. Throughout this process we apply the rules in the following order: 8 (1) Apply the modal rules and ALC-rules for formulas until you reach an f-saturated set. (2) Reiterate the following three steps until you reach a saturated set S: rst, use the rules operating on concepts to each term x; second, apply ?! 6 = , and, third, apply ?! 9 . Suppose one has met a saturated set S on the branch under construction, then (3) one applies ?! and obtains a set S 0 . With respect to the ontological meaning of the nodes in the tableau, this step corresponds to the creation of a new moment. After this step, the saturation process will start again, this time one uses S 0 instead of f#g as its base. We saturate S 0 , apply ?! , saturate again, and so on. This process will be continued until one reaches a node g which ful lls one of the following two conditions: (i) The constraint system associated with g contains a clash. (ii)
The rule next to be applied is the globally generating rule and its application would provide a constraint system which already exists somewhere in the tableau (not necessarily on the same branch). Below it will be shown that after a nite number of steps we always meet a situation which satis es one of the termination conditions. Since the tableau has the nite branching property, this yields termination for the whole tableau algorithm. 9 So suppose we have built up a complete tableau G for #, and assume that G has at least one clash-free leaf. In a more standard tableau calculus this would mean that # is satis able.
However, for linear temporal logic, and hence for T L ALC as well, this criterion does not apply.
There exist formulas the complete tableaux of which have open branches, but the formulas themselves are not satis able. Counterexamples of this sort can be found among formulas of the form 'U or x : CUD. The reason is the following: By applying the tableau rules for Until formulas it is possible to generate a branch b in a tableau | starting with a set S that contains the formula 'U , for instance | which, on the one hand side, contains no clash, but, on the other side, also contains no set S 0 with 2 S 0 . In other words, in the construction of b the attempt to realize 'U by means of choosing has always been postponed in favor of the second alternative, adding ('U ), until the whole process of building up the tableau terminated. Now suppose that this holds for every branch that starts in S and contains no clash. Below we describe this situation as one in which S contains some eventuality that is not realized. In such a case S is not satis able in spite of the fact that it ful lls the above criterion. For an easy example, consider the complete tableau for the formula >U:>: 8 Note that in our formal account (see De nition 6.1) we leave the order in which the saturation rules should be applied even less speci ed. We just require that the locally generating rules are applicable only if no non-generating rule is applicable. 9 At this point a short remark is in order. In this paper we are concerned with the conceptual presentation of the tableau-algorithm, and we are not primarily concerned with its computational e ciency or possible optimizations of the procedure. This is left for future work. A tableau is complete if no tableau rule is applicable to it. The tableau associated with # is (fg r g; r ; l), where r = ; and l(g r ) = f#g fmin(V ) : > j ob(#) = ;g.
A tableau G for # is called a completion of # i it is complete and there exists a sequence G i , 0 i n, with G 0 the tableau associated with #, G n = G, and such that for every i < n there exists a tableau rule ?! with G i ?! G i+1 .
A node g 2 G is called a pre-state i it is the root of G or l(g 0 ) ?! l(g) for the unique g 0 with g 0 g.
De nition 6.2 Let G be a completion of #. We de ne a new relation by putting, for g; g 0 2 G, g g 0 if either g g 0 or g is a leaf in G and g 0 is a pre-state with l(g) ?! l(g 0 ). Let B G. For g 2 G we denote by Cp(g; B) the set of all saturated nodes g 0 2 G such that there exists a path g 0 : : : g n with g 0 = g, g n = g 0 , fg 0 ; : : : ; g n g B, and g i is non-saturated for i 6 = n. If It follows that, in particular, the process of completing a given tableau always terminates, that means, that by applying the tableau rules successively to a given tableau associated with # we always reach a completion after nitely many steps.
De nition 6.4 Let G be some completion of # and ; 6 = B G. We de ne a relation Z on the set of all g 2 G with l(g) saturated by means of the following clause: gZg 0 i there is a -path g 0 ; : : : ; g n in G such that g 0 = g, g n = g 0 and g 1 is the unique pre-state that occurs in this path. An L C -formula is called an eventuality for a constraint system S i 2 S and is of the form (x : CUD) or of the form 'U .
De nition 6.6 Let G = (G; ; l) be a completion of #, B G, g 2 B and be some eventuality for l(g).
(1) If is of the form 'U it is said to be realized (for g) by a B-sequenceg = (g i j i 2 M) (until m) i g j 2 Cp(g; B), for some j 2 M, and there exists m j in M with 2 l(g m ). Let's describe the elimination procedure in a more precise way. Suppose G = (G; ; l) is the complete tableau under consideration. We build up a decreasing sequence X 0 ; X 1 ; : : : of subsets of G by eliminating nodes from G according to the above three rules, whereby E1 only needs to be applied in the rst step. The two other rules will then be used by turns.
To begin the construction, de ne X 0 as the set of all g 2 G such that l(g) contains no clash. Now suppose X n has already been de ned. If n + 1 is odd, put X n+1 := X n n fg 2 G j :9g 0 (g 0 2 X n & g g 0 )g. So in this step we eliminate all nodes from X n which have no -successor in X n . This corresponds to an application of rule E2. If n + 1 is even, we apply E3. That means we rst eliminate all pre-states g from X n for which there is some eventuality (for l(g)) that is not realized (for g) by some X n -sequence, and, then, de ne X n+1 as the set of all remaining nodes from X n .
Since, by Lemma 6.3, G can assumed to be nite, this process stops after nitely many steps, that means we reach some X k such that a new application of the rules leads to nothing new: X k+2 = X k+1 = X k . It will turn out that if X k is non-empty then it also contains the root g r of G. In this case we say that g r is not eliminated. In the rest of the paper we will prove that the latter provides a necessary (Correctness) and su cient (Completeness) condition for the satis ability of l(g r ).
Correctness
The aim of this section is to prove that the tableau calculus that has been developed so far is correct in the following sense: Theorem 7.1 If a T L ALC formula # is satis able then there is at least one completion of f#g in which the root is not eliminated.
The theorem is a consequence of the following lemma: Lemma 7.2 Let G = (G; ; l) be a completion of f#g and suppose T = l(g) for a pre-state g 2 G. Suppose Q = (S n j n 2 N) is a rich quasimodel for # with T S 0 . Then there exists a quasimodel Q 0 of the form (l(g n ) j n 2 N), whereg = (g n j n 2 N) is a G-sequence which has the following features:
1. g 0 2 Cp(g), 2 . for all n 2 N, l(g n ) S n .
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For suppose the lemma has been proved. We then argue as follows:
Proof. Assume # is some formula that is satis able, and therefore, by Theorem 4.9, quasisatis able. Then there exists some quasimodel Q = (S n j n 2 N) with f#g S 0 . Without loss of generality we can assume that Q is rich. Let G be a completion of f#g and let X 0 ; : : : ; X k be the sequence of subsets of G which is constructed by means of the elimination procedure described in the foregoing section. By De nition 6.1, l(g r ) = f#g fmin(V ) : > j ob(#) = ;g. An application of Lemma 7.2 supplies a quasimodel Q 0 of the form Q 0 = (l(g n ) j n 2 N), for some G-sequenceg = (g n j n 2 N), with g 0 2 Cp(g r ). By making use of De nition 6.2 and 6.4, we can now nd an in nite -path p in G which starts with g r , the g n 's lie on p and occur in the same order as they do withing. We have to show that no node from this path has been eliminated. More precisely, we must prove the following claim by induction on i k:
For all g 2 G, if g lies on p then g 2 X i . The induction base i = 0 is clear. For if g lies on p there is some j 2 N with l(g) l(g j ).
Since l(g j ) is a quasiworld (from Q 0 ) it is clash-free, and so l(g) is clash-free as well. Suppose the claim has been proved for i = j. For the induction step we have to distinguish two cases. First, assume j + 1 is odd. Clearly, there is some g 0 on p with g g 0 . By induction hypothesis g 0 2 X j , hence g 2 X j+1 . Next we consider the case where j + 1 is even. Let g be some prestate and let be some eventuality for l(g). Three subcases need to be distinguished. First, has the form v : CUD. By the choice of p there is some n 2 N such that g n 2 Cp(g) and g n lies on p. Further, the second clause from De nition 4.7 supplies a run r in Q 0 with r(n) = v.
From De nition 4.6 we infer that there is some m n such that (r(m) : D) 2 l(g m ). De ne a tab-run q by putting q(i) := hr(i); g i i, for each n i m. It is rather easy to see that q 11 Of course, strictly speaking, the claim of this lemma (and of Lemma 7.3) does not hold. Q and G are given independently, and so we cannot guarantee that l(gn) Sn simply because the set of variables from Q can be di erent from the set of variables from G. More precisely, the lemma states that l(gn) Sn holds modulo some renaming of the relevant variables. In what follows we will not care about this, however, since this would require a lot of notation and space, without giving any new insights.
satis es the second clause in De nition 6.6: for the required sequence choose (g i j n i m).
By induction hypothesis, the latter is an X j -sequence. Also by induction hypothesis it holds that g n 2 Cp(g; X j ). Hence is realizable for g by some X j -sequence. The argument for : = (a : CUD) is similar. Finally, if has the form 'U one makes use of the fourth clause from De nition 4.7; the rest remains the same. So the claim has been proved.
As an immediate consequence we obtain g r 2 X k from which we can infer that the root is not eliminated. This completes the proof of the theorem. a
The next lemma will play an important role in the proof of Lemma 7.2. Lemma 7.3 Suppose Q = (S n j n 2 N) is a rich quasimodel for #, n 2 N, and r is a run in Q with n 2 dom(r ). Let G be a completion of # and g 2 G and assume r (n) in l(g).
( 2 S n+1 . The rule ?! t U is not applicable, so 'U is marked in g 0 . But 'U is not marked in g 0 and so there exists i < m such that ?! t U has been applied to 'U in g i . But then, by the above procedure, 2 l(g i+1 ) l(g 0 ). Suppose S is a list of all eventualities for l(g n ). In the construction of g m n?1 +1 ; : : : ; g mn we are going to consider inductively every eventuality in S. To begin with suppose the rst eventuality in S is of the form (x : CUD). We have to consider two cases:
Case A: n ? 1 < m n?1 . We take a tab-run q with domain fn; : : : ; m n?1 g such that q 2 (j) = g j , for all j 2 dom(q), and q 1 (n) = x. We distinguish two subcases: if (q 1 (j) : D) 2 13 That this argument, as well as the one that will be given in the proof of (3.), goes through was the reason why we had to change the (positive) until rules at the beginning of Section 5. For suppose the old rules were still in use, and assume 'U 2 l(g 0 ). Now consider a situation in which l(g0) contains 'U as well as ' and ('U ). The latter means that ?!U is not applicable to l(g0) respectively l(g 0 ). Hence, under the assumption that 2 Sn+1, l(g 0 ) does not satisfy (2.). l(g j ) for some j 2 dom(q) we do nothing and proceed with the next eventuality. Otherwise Case B: n ? 1 = m n?1 . This case consists of two parts. In the rst part, which is rather short, we have to nd some suitable successor for g n?1 : g n?1 is saturated, so let g 0 be the unique node in G with g n?1 g 0 . We have g n?1 ?! g 0 , hence l(g 0 ) = (l(g n?1 )) . Clearly, l(g 0 ) S n . So by an application of Lemma 7.3 (2.) we obtain a suitable g n 2 Cp(g 0 ). In particular, it holds that l(g n ) S n . This completes the rst part.
As for the second part, the argument is similar to Case A, though easier, since we need not take any tab-run q into account. Let r be some run in Q with r(n) = x. Then there is some i > m n?1 such that (r(i) : D) 2 S i . We take i to be minimal with respect to this property. Again, by an application of Lemma 7.3, we obtain a G-sequence g m n?1 +1 ; : : : ; g i which satis es (1.){(3.) from above, for j with n ? 1 = m n?1 < j i, and for which 5. q r (j) := hr(j); g j i, for n = m n j i, de nes a tab-run in G. That (x : CUD), i.e. (q r (n) : CUD), is realized for g n in (g j j 0 j i) can be shown as follows: If (q r (n) : D) 2 l(g n ) we have nished. Otherwise, we have (q r (n) :
(CUD)) 2 l(g n ), and hence (q r (n + 1) : CUD) 2 l(g n+1 ). By induction, together with the minimality of i, we get (q r (i) : CUD) 2 l(g i ). Then condition (3.) yields (q r (i) : D) 2 l(g i ) which completes the proof of Case B.
Suppose now that the rst eventuality in S is of the form 'U . We distinguish two cases: If 2 l(g j ) for some j with n j m n?1 then we do nothing and proceed with the next eventuality from S. Otherwise 'U 2 l(g m n?1 ) and so 'U 2 S m n?1 and there exists i > m n?1 such that 2 S i . Select any run r (in this case it does not matter which one) and construct the sequence g m n?1 +1 ; : : : ; g i in the same way as above using Lemma 7.3. Now 'U is realized for g n until g i by (g j j 0 j i).
We consider the second eventuality in S. This time we do not start from m n?1 but from i.
That is to say, the role played by m n?1 in the construction above is now played by i and we get some i 0 i until which the second eventuality is realized as well. In this way we consider all the eventualities in S and let m n be the natural numbers until which all the eventualities in S are realized. Proof. Assume G is some complete tableau for #. Suppose that the root g r is not eliminated.
Let B G be the set of nodes which remain after the execution of the elimination procedure.
We have g r 2 B. We must show that l(g r ) is satis able. By Theorem 4.9 it is su cient to prove the existence of some quasimodel that satis es l(g r ).
In order to do this we are going to show the following claim:
(I) There exists a sequence (m n j n 2 N), of natural numbers and a B-sequenceg = (g i j i 2 N) such that g 0 2 Cp(g r ; B) and for all i 2 N { m i m i+1 , i m i , { every eventuality for g i is realized ing until m i .
The construction of the sequence is by induction. For the induction base, we argue as follows:
Since, by assumption, g r has not been eliminated, we nd some g 0 2 Cp(g r ; B). Set g 0 = g 0 .
Obviously, g 0 is as required. In order to nd m 0 , one uses an argument similar to the one that will be given below for Case B.
Suppose we already have m 0 ; : : : ; m n?1 and g 0 : : : ; g m n?1 and the latter is a B-sequence with the properties stated in the claim (until m n?1 ). Since the construction of m n and g m n?1 +1 ; : : : ; g mn closely resembles, in some parts, the one carried through within the proof of Lemma 7.2, we will be a bit sketchy in what follows.
Let S be a list of all eventualities for l(g n ). In constructing the sequence g m n?1 +1 ; : : : ; g mn , we consider inductively every eventuality in S. Suppose the rst eventuality in S is of the form (x : CUD). As in the proof of Lemma 7.2, two cases are to be distinguished. For and q 1 , i.e., the domain of q is fn; : : : ; ig and q coincides with q 0 on fn; : : : ; m n?1 g and with q 1 on fm n?1 ; : : : ; ig. Clearly, q is a tab-run and so (x : CUD) is realized for g n in (g j j 0 j i).
This completes the proof of the rst case.
For Case B, where n ? 1 = m n?1 , we reason as follows. From the fact that g n?1 has not been eliminated by means of rule (E2) it follows that we nd a node g 0 in B with g n?1 g 0 .
Since g n?1 is saturated, it holds that g n?1 ?! g 0 , hence l(g 0 ) = (l(g n?1 )) . Moreover, we nd a -path through B, without applications of ?! , from g 0 to some saturated g 00 2 B. Set g n = g 00 . Hence g n 2 Cp(g 0 ; B) and l(g 0 ) l(g n ). So g n is a suitable successor of g n?1 in the sequence under construction. The rest can be left to the reader, since it is similar to the corresponding part in the proof of Lemma 7.2.
The same holds for the case where we assume that the rst eventuality in S is of the form 'U . To proceed with the construction, one has to consider the second eventuality in S. But again the argument is an exact duplicate of the respective argument in the proof of Lemma 7.2. Therefore it can be skipped as well.
To complete the proof we must show that the sequence Q 0 = (l(g j ) j j 2 N) is a quasimodel for #. Q 0 is a #-sequence since every l(g j ) is saturated (in the sense de ned for the saturation rules). That Q 0 satis es the four conditions from De nition 4.7 can be checked by a careful analysis of the construction. It is left to the enthusiastic reader. a Theorem 8.2 There is an e ective procedure capable of deciding whether there is at least one completion of # in which the root is not eliminated. So the tableau decides the satis ability problem for T L ALC .
Proof. Let # be a formula. # is satis able, because of Theorem 8, i there is at least one completion of f#g in which the initial node is not eliminated. The following two observations show that there exists an e ective procedure that is capable of deciding this problem: First, modulo some change of the variables there are only nitely many completions of f#g. Obviously, these tableaux can be generated successively in an e ective manner. Second, given a completion of # it can be decided in nitely many steps whether its root is eliminated or not.
So we can decide whether a suitable completion of f#g exists. This proves the claim of the theorem. a
We close this section with an illustration of how the tableau calculus works in some concrete case. For this purpose, we show, by means of our tableau calculus, that the formula that has been introduced in Section 2 as an counterexapmle to the bounded domain property, is indeed satis able. For the proof we just have to draw the graph of a fragment of the tableau with root = f2' 1 ; 2' 2 ; 2' 3 ; (:C 6 = >)g. (ii) The big black nodes represent saturated states, the white ones pre-states, and the remaining states are represented by small black nodes. (iii) For convenience sake, we associate the root of the tableau with , and not, as it would be formally correct, with fmin(V ) : >g.
(iv) In order to build up a quasimodel for , it is su cient to use, in addition to the nodes that belong to the upper part of the tableau, either nodes from the left part or nodes from the right part. In this paper we have presented a tableau-based decision procedure for a temporalized description logic. As was mentioned in the introduction, this is not the rst work in this direction. Very close to our work are 5, 25, 34] and we brie y relate their algorithms to the present one.
Schild 25] considers a temporal description logic in which temporal operators can be applied to concepts but not to axioms. As in the present approach the ow of time consists of the natural numbers. Schild develops a tableau algorithm deciding the satis ability of concepts. It is based on the tableau of 29]. However, in Schilds language there is no real interaction between the temporal operators and ALC. This is re ected by the fact that the concept satis ability problem is still EXPTIME-complete while the satis ability problem for the language considered in the present paper is EXPSPACE-complete (Mosurovicz and Zakharyaschev: personal communication). Baader and Laux 5] develop a tableau-based decision procedure for the basic modal logic K based on ALC and interpreted in models with expanding domains. They allow the application of modal operators to concepts and axioms, as we do. On the other hand, the tableau in 5] is much simpler than the present one since neither quasimodels (K based on ALC has the nite model property and a complete clash-free constraint system is directly transformed into a nite model) nor modal \blocking" are required. Again this is re ected by the complexity of the decision problem which is known to be NEXPTIME-complete (Mosurovicz and Zakharyaschev: personal communication). Wooldridge, Dixon and Fisher 34] develop a tableau-based decision procedure for temporal logic based on epistemic modal logics like S5 n . They also extend the propositional temporal tableaux of 17, 29] . In their temporal epistemic logic we do not have interaction between the temporal and epistemic operators which is re ected by the fact that the satis ability problem for their system is still PSPACE-complete.
Finally, we should like to mention that 2] develops a decision procedure for temporal description logics the temporal part of which is based on intervals and not points (and so requires a technique completely di erent from what is developed in the present paper) and that 16] introduces and investigates a resolution method for temporalized epistemic logics.
Concluding remarks
The work presented is this paper is mainly conceptual: it is shown that the standard tableaualgorithms for linear propositional temporal logic and ALC can be combined in such a way that one obtains a tableau-algorithm for temporalized ALC with interaction between the two dimensions. In particular, we show how quasimodels can be used to bridge the gap between models provided by complete tableaux and the intended models for the language. The tableau presented here has the de cit that it works for expanding (and therefore varying) domains only but not for constant domain models. In a follow-up paper we are going to extend our tableau-method so as to give a solution to this problem. More generally, we believe that our method of combining tableaux can be fruitfully applied also for obtaining algorithms for various spatio-temporal logics in the sense of 33] and, even more generally, for monodic fragments of rst-order logics in the sense of 20].
The work is mainly conceptual, of course, since it still requires some work to obtain an e cient \implementable" tableau from the one presented here. This is left for the future. It should be clear, however, that our tableau provides us with the basic ingedients required for such an algorithm.
